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Rhomobile Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	The Rhomobile Beginner's guide will speak to every developer's mind, and especially to the technocrats looking for a reliable cross-platform framework encouraging them to explore and try out these wonderful products by Rhomobile. This book guides you step by step to build an enterprise mobile application from scratch, through to...
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Windows Registry Forensics: Advanced Digital Forensic Analysis of the Windows RegistrySyngress Publishing, 2011

	I am not an expert. I have never claimed to be an expert at anything
	(at least not seriously done so), least of all an expert in forensic
	analysis. I am not an expert in Windows Registry analysis. I am
	simply, by profession, a responder and analyst with some work
	and research experience in this area. I have also performed a
	number...
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Media in the Ubiquitous Era: Ambient, Social and Gaming Media (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2011

	Media in the ubiquitous area is undergoing a tremendous change. Social media and Web 2.0 are applied in ever more diverse practices both in private and public communities and digital games and play are currently undergoing many transformations. Traditional communication and expression modalities are challenged and totally new practices are...
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101 Successful Interviewing StrategiesCengage Learning, 2011

	Now job seekers or any professional pursuing advancement can masterthe skills needed to prepare for and win interviews with Kramer's 101 SUCCESSFUL INTERVIEWING STRATEGIES. Written by an expert career coach and clinical psychologist, this unique book applies the latest research in learning strategies and social intelligence to equip job...
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Fuzzy Stochastic Multiobjective Programming (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2011

	Although studies on multiobjective mathematical programming under uncertainty have been accumulated and several books on multiobjective mathematical programming under uncertainty have been published (e.g., Stancu-Minasian (1984); Slowinski and Teghem (1990); Sakawa (1993); Lai and Hwang (1994); Sakawa (2000)), there seems to be no book which...
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SharePoint Server 2010 Enterprise Content ManagementWrox Press, 2011

	SharePoint experts focus on SharePoint 2010 as a platform for Enterprise Content Management


	SharePoint allows all users in an organization to manage and share their content reliably and securely. If you're interested in building Web sites using the new capabilities of enterprise content management (ECM) in SharePoint 2010, then...
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Nikon D7000: From Snapshots to Great ShotsPeachpit Press, 2011

	This book is for anyone upgrading from their Nikon D90 or current DSLR to the highly anticipated Nikon D7000. There's the manual, of course, as well as competing books, and while they all explain, often in 400+ pages, what the camera can do, none of them shows exactly how to use the camera to create great images!

	

	This...
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Data Management and Query Processing in Semantic Web DatabasesSpringer, 2011

	The Semantic Web, which is intended to establish a machine-understandable Web, is currently changing from being an emerging trend to a technology used in complex real-world applications. A number of standards and techniques have been developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), e.g., the Resource Description Framework (RDF), which...
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Continuous Testing: with Ruby, Rails, and JavaScriptPragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		Continuous Testing (CT) is a developer practice that shortens the feedback loops established by test-driven development and continuous integration. Building on techniques used by Agile software development practitioners, Continuous Testing with Ruby shows you how to get instant feedback about both the quality of your code, and...
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High Performance Datacenter Networks: Architectures, Algorithms, & Opportunities (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Architecture)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Datacenter networks provide the communication substrate for large parallel computer systems that form the ecosystem for high performance computing (HPC) systems and modern Internet applications. The design of new datacenter networks is motivated by an array of applications ranging from communication intensive climatology, complex material...
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Programming Microsoft ASP.NET MVCMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
	
		Until late 2008, I was happy enough with Web Forms. I did recognize its weak points
	
		and could nicely work around them with discipline and systematic application
	
		of design principles. But a new thing called ASP.NET MVC was receiving enthusiastic
	
		reviews by a growing subset of the ASP.NET community. So I started to...
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Sams Teach Yourself HTML, CSS, and JavaScript All in OneSams Publishing, 2011

	Before learning the intricacies of HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), CSS (Cascading Style Sheets), and JavaScript, it is important that you gain a solid understanding of the technologies that help transform these plaintext files to the rich multimedia displays you see on your computer or handheld device when browsing the World Wide Web. For...
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